Feed back on COOPER

1. Look down too much from camera

2. You look tired and not excited

3. Kind of talk too fast over some topics, not really explaining the details on each slide.

4. The power point I can see well by playing by itself but then not sure exactly what line you are one. I like the PowerPoint within the movie all as one.

5. Some terms you did not define and I am still not sure what they meant.

6. Need a summary slide at the end. Recap the main points

7. I agree that the combined presentation format works best. Integrating the powerpoint into the video allows the presenter to point to specific pictures etc with the mouse. I thought the pace was good, not too fast or too slow. There were a couple of words I, personally, don't know the definition/meaning, but not excessive. And it would definitely be manageable to just quickly look them up, since I'm on the internet anyway. I thought it was interesting and manageable level of complexity.

8. Overall I think the research was interesting and the topic approachable via video. There are topics that I believe would be difficult to discuss via video (genetics, cell bio topics), but this study was clinically relevant and the topic was easy enough to understand.

    However, I think it would have been really beneficial to have the video be the visual aide (ie, have the video be the powerpoint slides with a voice over). If the viewer does not have access to the powerpoint, it becomes much more difficult to follow the study. Secondly, I think that the presentation should have been broken up into clear sections—although it was nice to see fluid transitions between introduction and conclusion, they were almost too fluid. There were times when I missed when we had transitioned from one section to another. Third, if the presentation is just going to be the presenter, then the presenter needs to keep their eyes to the camera to make "eye contact", needs to speak clearly and if at all possible eliminate background noise. Also, I think a recap of the points would be beneficial (if not at the end, at least after every section).

9. some text was hard to read since the PPT window is smaller on the youtube video. The font becomes hard to read when the youtube movie is enlarged. For example on the slide towards the end of the PPT labeled "Take Home Points"